Using the results from three global climate models (GCMs) and seven regional climate models (RCMs), summer monsoon climate changes during 2041-2060 over Indian Peninsula are projected based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change A1B emission scenario. For the control climate of 1981-2000, most nested RCMs can improve the temporal-spatial distributions of temperature and precipitation over Indian Peninsula compared to the driving GCM of European Centre/Hamburg Fifth Generation (ECHAM5). Most nested RCMs produce advanced monsoon onset for control climate, which is similar to the result of driving GCM of ECHAM5. For future climate widespread summer warming is projected over Indian Peninsula by all climate models, with the Multi-RCMs ensemble mean (MME) temperature increasing of 1°C to 2.5°C and the maximum warming center located in northern Indian Peninsula. The disagreement in precipitation changes projected by RCMs indicates that the surface climate change on regional scale is not only dominated by the large-scale forcing which is provided by driving GCM but also sensitive to RCM' internal physics. Overall, wetter condition is shown in MME with significant increase of monsoon rainfall over southern India, with intermodel spread ranging from −8.9% to 14.8%. Driven by same GCM, most RCMs project advanced monsoon onset while delayed onset is found in two Regional Climate Model (RegCM3) projections, indicating uncertainty can be expected in the Indian Summer Monsoon onset. All climate models except Conformal-Cubic Atmospheric Model with equal resolution (referred as CCAMP) and two RegCM3 models project stronger summer monsoon during 2041-2060. Abstract Using the results from three global climate models (GCMs) and seven regional climate models (RCMs), summer monsoon climate changes during 2041-2060 over Indian Peninsula are projected based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change A1B emission scenario. For the control climate of 1981-2000, most nested RCMs can improve the temporal-spatial distributions of temperature and precipitation over Indian Peninsula compared to the driving GCM of European Centre/Hamburg Fifth Generation (ECHAM5). Most nested RCMs produce advanced monsoon onset for control climate, which is similar to the result of driving GCM of ECHAM5. For future climate widespread summer warming is projected over Indian Peninsula by all climate models, with the Multi-RCMs ensemble mean (MME) temperature increasing of 1°C to 2.5°C and the maximum warming center located in northern Indian Peninsula. The disagreement in precipitation changes projected by RCMs indicates that the surface climate change on regional scale is not only dominated by the large-scale forcing which is provided by driving GCM but also sensitive to RCM' internal physics. Overall, wetter condition is shown in MME with significant increase of monsoon rainfall over southern India, with intermodel spread ranging from À8.9% to 14.8%. Driven by same GCM, most RCMs project advanced monsoon onset while delayed onset is found in two Regional Climate Model (RegCM3) projections, indicating uncertainty can be expected in the Indian Summer Monsoon onset. All climate models except Conformal-Cubic Atmospheric Model with equal resolution (referred as CCAMP) and two RegCM3 models project stronger summer monsoon during 2041-2060.
Introduction
Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) lasts from June to September, and its rainfall contributes 70% of the annual total precipitation of Indian Peninsula [Kumar and Dessai, 2004] , supporting the livelihood of more than 17% of the world population [Bush et al., 2011] . The variations of the summer rainfall amount, monsoon onset, and duration play the dominant role in regional social-economy development as well as human well being. A series of researches have focused on the long-term variation of ISM [Kothawale and Kulkarni, 2014; Kumar et al., 1992] , the break and active spells of ISM [Pai et al., 2014; Rajeevan et al., 2010] , and ISM-related extreme precipitation events [Krishnamurthy et al., 2009; Rajeevan et al., 2008] by using observation data sets and showed that there is trendless in ISM rainfall for the century-long term [Kothawale and Kulkarni, 2014] but significant increase in the frequency of extreme precipitation events [Krishnamurthy et al., 2009; Rajeevan et al., 2008] . ISM is sensitive to the global warming [Sharmila et al., 2014] , an improved understanding of the ISM mechanism and reliable projection are crucial for public policy and decision making, as well as to climate science development.
Currently, GCMs are effective to study global monsoon systems, and many studies have been carried out to investigate the ISM behaviors and future projections using the outputs of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phases 3 (CMIP3) and 5 (CMIP5) [Cai et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2013; Lee and Wang, 2014; Shashikanth et al., 2014; Sperber et al., 2013; Turner and Slingo, 2009] . However, because of the relatively coarse resolution, a large number of GCMs fail to capture the spatial distribution [Gadgil and Sajani, 1998 ] and the interannual variability [Acharya et al., 2011] of the ISM rainfall, which weakens the reliability of GCMs' future projections of the ISM system. As an important downscaling method, regional climate models (RCMs) have been widely used to generate regional climate information with their solid model physics, well representation of regional topography and land surface characters, and reasonable description of feedback and interactions among regional Earth system components [Bukovsky et al., 2013; Duffy et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2008 Gao et al., , 2012 Giorgi and Lionello, 2008] .
The ability of RCMs to represent the ISM has been verified in many previous works with both the reanalysis data and GCMs as the large-scale driving forces. A systematic evaluation of different RCMs for the ISM simulation can be found in Lucas-Picher et al. [2011] and Dobler and Ahrens [2010] , and it was concluded that the spatial patterns of ISM precipitation are better simulated by RCMs than by the driving GCMs [Dobler and Ahrens, 2011; Rupa Kumar et al., 2006] .
For the future climate change, strong consistency in the future warming over Indian Peninsula is projected by different RCMs under different emission scenarios [Rupa Kumar et al., 2006; Syed et al., 2014] . On the other hand, relatively large uncertainties exist in the projected precipitation. Wetter conditions over Indian Peninsula are projected by multiple RCMs with different locations of maximal rainfall centers under Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) A2 and B2 [Rupa Kumar et al., 2006] and A1B [Syed et al., 2014] emission scenarios. Using Regional Climate Model (RegCM3), Ashfaq et al. [2009] showed that the enhanced atmospheric green house gases can suppress both the large-scale monsoon flow and the South Asian summer precipitation, and result in a delay in monsoon onset. Meanwhile, a decreased Indian summer monsoon precipitation is projected under A2, A1B, and B1 scenarios by Dobler and Ahrens using the COnsortium for Small-scale MOdelling-Climate Limited-area Model (COSMO_CLM) [2011] .
As the uncertainty due to emission scenarios have been addressed in the RCMs' projection of future climate change over Indian Peninsula [Dobler and Ahrens, 2011; Rupa Kumar et al., 2006] , relatively little attention is put to investigate the effect of inter-RCMs variability on the systematic error and projection uncertainty in the Indian monsoon system. In addition, the coupling process of GCMs and RCMs is also believed to introduce the uncertainty in the regional climate projection as the result of the different and mismatched model physics [Stowasser et al., 2009] . In order to identify the source and magnitude of the uncertainty caused by inter-RCMs variability, a multi-RCMs projection system RMIP (Regional Climate Model Intercomparison Project for Asia), in which several RCMs are driven by one single GCM under one emission scenario, was designed and implemented [Fu et al., 2005] .
Launched in 2000, RMIP was one of the earliest regional efforts devoted to regional study [Christensen et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2005; Mearns et al., 2009; van der Linden and Mitchell, 2009] . Its scientific objectives include assessing climate model's ability to reproduce Asian regional climatology and climatic extremes, projecting Asian climate change, and addressing the sources and magnitude of uncertainty in multimodel projection system. Supported by the Asia-Pacific Network for Global Change Research (APN) and several national projects, the three-phase RMIP (referred to as RMIP III) was dedicated to the Asian regional climate simulation and projection using multi-RCMs ensemble systems. In the first two phases of RMIP, the abilities of multiple RCMs to reproduce the Asian monsoon climatology and climatic extremes were assessed before they were applied in the regional climate projection [Feng and Fu, 2006; Feng et al., 2011 , Fu et al., 2005 Xiong et al., 2003 ]. In the RMIP III which started in 2009, a multimodel simulation framework was constructed based on 10 RCMs and three GCMs. One of scientific objectives of the RMIP III was to downscale the CMIP3 GCM, namely, ECHAM5, to build Asian climate change scenario. After preliminary analysis and evaluation, we use the simulation and projection results from driving GCM and seven nested RCMs and two high-resolution GCMs from RMIP III data set to address the following issues: (1) the multimodel projected change of Indian summer monsoon climate over Indian Peninsula and (2) intermodel variability and its impact on Indian summer monsoon simulation in RMIP III's multimodel projection system. The paper is structured as follows. The descriptions of RMIP III's experimental design, model information, and surface observation for model validation are provided in section 2. In section 3, the abilities of the models to reproduce the control climate over Indian Peninsula are assessed, and then the projected regional climate changes are presented. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are given in section 4. Developed and maintained at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, ECHAM5 is evolved from ECMWF, the spectral weather prediction model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts [Simmons et al., 1989] . ECHAM5 can capture the mean monsoon character and the interannual variability over South Asia better than most of CMIP3 models [Kripalani et al., 2007] and therefore is chosen to provide the initial and lateral boundary conditions to RMIP III RCMs for both the control climate and future climate simulations.
In addition to seven RCMs, whose information is listed in Table 1 , two versions of Conformal-Cubic Atmospheric Model (CCAM) contribute to the RMIP III multimodel projection system as well. CCAM is developed and maintained by Division of Atmospheric Research, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Australia [McGregor, 1996; McGregor et al., 1998 ]. In RMIP III, both the stretched-grid version of CCAM with Figure 1 . The simulation domain of RMIP III and analysis domain of the Indian Peninsular that is circled by the thick black line. The analysis domain is divided into three subregions, subregion 1 for semiarid and arid regions, subregion 2 for humid subtropical region, and subregion 3 for tropical wet-dry region. The shaded area is used to construct the Indian summer monsoon index. 
Observation Data for Model Validation
To evaluate the models' performance on generating regional climatology, Climatic Research Unit monthly temperature data (referred to as CRU) with 0.5°× 0.5°spatial resolution is used in this study [Mitchell and Jones, 2005] . Models' simulations of precipitation for control climate are validated against the daily precipitation data set with 0.25°× 0.25°resolution from the Asian Precipitation-Highly Resolved Observational Data Integration towards Evaluation of the Water Resources project (referred to as APHRO) [Yatagai et al., 2009] . Models' abilities to reproduce the low-level atmospheric circulation are evaluated against Japanese 25-year Reanalysis (JRA-25) monthly reanalysis data with 1.25°× 1.25°horizontal resolution (referred to as JRA-25) [Onogi et al., 2005] , field variables used in this study include the horizontal wind and specific humidity.
For the convenience of intermodel comparison and model valuation, both simulation and observation data are interpolated into 0.5°× 0.5°resolutions over CORDEX East Asia domain using bilinear interpolation. The simulation results by two high GCMs (CCAM and CCAMP) are for the region between À15°N-60°N and 70°E-160°E. Three subregions (referred to as subregions I/II/III) are chosen to identify the different monsoon climate regime (Figure 1 ), that is, semiarid and arid regions, humid subtropical region, and tropical wet-dry region, respectively. The classification of three subregions is based on the Köppen climate classification [Kottek et al., 2006] . In this paper the summer refers to months of June to September (JJAS).
Results
3.1. Multimodel Simulation of Indian Summer Monsoon 3.1.1. Indian Summer Monsoon Climatology: Surface Air Temperature and Precipitation In this section, the performances of multimodels to simulate the present summer monsoon climate over Indian Peninsula are evaluated against the surface observation. In Figure 2 , observed and model simulated JJAS surface air temperature averaged over 1981-2000 are shown along with the MME (Figure 2i ). All of the climate models can reproduce the spatial distribution of the observed JJAS temperature. Comparing to CRU temperature, ECHAM5 and CCAM produce warm biases over northern India and cold biases over southern India, with the largest biases of 4°C located along the foothills of Himalayas. CCAMP shows cold biases over most part of Indian Peninsula with the exception of northwest India. Expect two RegCM3 models, most RCMs produce slightly warm biases over northern India and cold biases over southern Indian, which are similar to the bias of the driving GCM of ECHAM5. The largest biases in JJAS temperature by GCMs and RCMs locate around the southern slope of the Himalayas, and may partly arise from the orographic effects on lapse rate in the model. Due to the differently resolved orography, over Western Himalaya, the temperature difference between the driving GCM and high-resolution climate models can be greater than 8°C, demonstrating the modulation of complex terrain on surface temperature simulation.
Though driven by the same GCM, the nested RCMs show inconsistent biases in summer temperature, which implies the effect of RCMs' model physics and dynamic structure on the regional climate simulation. In addition, the pronounced cold biases across the Indian Peninsula are produced by two RegCM3 models, which differ the RegCM3 models from other RCMs. Syed et al.'s [2014] work shows that RegCM4 driven by both ERA-40 and ECHAM5 has similar cold biases over South Asia, and that the systematic bias in RegCM3 models seem to come from the model physics. Additionally, the differences in temperature simulation between the two RegCM3 models and other RCMs can be partly attributed to the application of spectral nudging in model integration (Table 1) . Comparing the temperature produced by Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and WRF with spectral nudging (WRF_SN) it can be seen that application of spectral nudging in WRF can correct the simulation biases to certain degree by reducing the bias (from 1.913°C to 0.025°C, Table 2 ) as well as the root-mean-square error (RMSE) (from 4.110°C to 2.864°C).
Accurate reproduction of the spatial distribution and temporal variation of ISM precipitation is regarded as one of the major challenges to regional climate community in the South and Southeast Asia, especially as monsoon precipitation plays the essential role in regional development [Sabade et al., 2011] . As shown in Figure 3b , the driving GCM of ECHAM5 underestimates the summer monsoon rainfall over the regions north of 20°N and overestimates the monsoon rainfall over southern Peninsula. Comparably, the large dry bias along the windward side of the Western Ghats in ECHAM5 simulation is greatly reduced by high-resolution models due to their more realistic reproduction of orographic precipitation by 4-6 mm/d, although dry bias is still evident in the high-resolution models.
As most RCMs show consistency to produce wet bias over southern India, relatively large inter-RCMs variability can be found in both the magnitude and spatial pattern of monsoon rainfall over northern India. Such inter-RCM variability can be attributed to model dynamics and physics. For example, the options of cumulus convection parameterization can great effect on simulating the ISM precipitation, as two RegCM3 Figure 2 . The 20 year averaged (a) CRU summer mean surface air temperature over analysis domain, (b-k) surface air temperature biases by different models, and (l) MME (unit:°C).
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10.1002/2014JD022620 models produce a relatively large difference in precipitation statistics. RegCM3 integrated by Nanjing University (RegCM3_NJU) shows positive bias of 0.469 mm/d for summer precipitation, while RegCM3 integrated by Chinese Meteorology Agency (RegCM3_CMA) underestimates the summer precipitation by À1.002 mm/d (Table 2) . Additionally, RegCM3_NJU has higher correlation coefficient of 0.619 and smaller RMSE of 3.960. In addition to the model dynamic and physics, application of spectral nudging also can affect the simulation of monsoon rainfall. Comparing to WRF model, WRF_SN generates smaller biases over whole analysis domain as the Indian-averaged precipitation biases being limited to 0.89 mm/d (Table 2) . While application of spectral nudging greatly reduces the biases over subregions I and II, WRF_SN generates too much rainfall over subregion III and leads to large positive bias up to 3.7 mm/d (Table 2 ).
Climate models' performances in simulating monsoon rainfall are closely related to their ability to produce atmospheric circulation. During summer monsoon season, the warm and wet air from tropical Indian Ocean flows into Indian Peninsula, resulting in the large precipitation over inland region (Figure 3a ). ECHAM5 simulates weaker westerly flow from Indian Ocean, which partially explains the model's less rainfall over main region of northeast India. The cyclonic bias in ECHAM5's simulation existing over southern India can be associated with the overestimation of regional monsoon rainfall. The circulation bias by ECHAM5 can pass to RCMs through boundary condition, as the result most RCMs generate the cyclonic bias over southern India and Bengal Bay which leads to the intensified regional precipitation. Analyzing the monsoon circulation by RegCM3_CMA and RegCM3_NJU, the results show that two models produce opposite signs of circulation biases over Indian Peninsula and surrounding ocean, with anticyclonic bias in RegCM3_CMA and cyclonic bias in RegCM3_NJU.
Considering that two models are driven by the same GCM, such intermodel difference in regional circulation is mainly caused by the interactions between large-scale circulation and model-generated mesoscale processes, namely, the different treatments of cumulus convection.
In Figure 4a , Taylor diagram [Taylor, 2001 ] is used to inspect the general performance of climate models in simulating the surface climatology over Indian Peninsula. Statistically, the high-resolution climate models demonstrate better skills in depicting the spatial distribution of surface air temperature, as they have significant spatial correlations with the observation with the coefficients larger than 0.92. The standard deviations (STD) of surface air temperature by high-resolution models range from 1.12 to 1.75, larger than that of ECHAM5 and indicating relatively higher spatial variability than both the observation and ECHAM5. The RMSE of simulated surface air temperature varies from 2.143 to 4.11, showing large spread in the model temperature simulations. In addition, five out of nine models have smaller RMSE than ECHAM5's, and WRF models show larger RMSEs comparing to the rest of RCMs.
Similar to temperature, high-resolution GCMs and most of the RCMs can simulate better spatial distribution of ISM precipitation than ECHAM5 does, as they have higher spatial correlation with the observation. ECHAM5 shows no clear advantage in producing the spatial variability of summer monsoon precipitation, with STDs of two CCAMs, RegCM3_NJU, Global/Regional Integrated Model System (GRIMs) and Regional climate model from Seoul National University (SNU_RCM) closer to the observation. Most high-resolution models do not reduce the RMSE in ISM precipitation, as two high-resolution GCMs and SNU_RCM having smaller RMSEs than that of ECHAM5. The climate models could reproduce the ISM climate; large spreads, however, exist among the models, especially for monsoon precipitation. Twenty year averaged spatial distribution of ISM temperature for the control climate of 1981-2000 is reasonably reproduced by the high-resolution climate models, though some models show systemic biases in simulating surface climate over whole Indian Peninsula as well as three subregions. As shown in Table 2 , more than half of the nested RCMs show warm biases over subregions I and II, which follow the behavior of driving GCM of ECHAM5. Two RegCM3 models on the other hand are at least À2.346°C cooler than the observation. For subregion III all climate models except WRF have cold biases. In three GCMs, the high-resolution GCMs of CCAM and CCAMP show opposite cold biases to ECHAM5 over the whole analysis domain.
Over three subregions most RCMs have the same signs of precipitation biases to that of the driving GCM, though most RCMs exaggerate the magnitude of precipitation bias to different degree. It suggests that the bias of ISM rainfall by nested RCMs comes partially from the driving GCM through the lateral boundary, while the influences of mesoscale processes portrayed in the RCMs cannot be ignored.
The spatial statistics of JJAS temperature over three subregions by climate models (Figures 4b-4d ) display similar characters to those over whole Indian Peninsula; that is, high-resolution climate models show higher correlation with the observation but have larger spatial variability comparing to ECHAM5 (expect two RegCM3 for subdomain II). Comparing to driving GCM of ECHAM5, most high-resolution models produce smaller RMSEs of ISM temperature over subregions II and III, while over subregion I, all high-resolution models have larger RMSEs.
For JJAS precipitation, most of the high-resolution models can outperform the driving GCM by producing better spatial statistics over subregions I and III (Figures 4b and 4d) . The high-resolution models tend to simulate higher spatial correlation and better spatial variability with normalized STD closer to 1. In addition, the high-resolution models reduce the RMSEs by certain degree comparing to ECHAM5. High-resolution climate models show little advantage over ECHAM5 in reproducing the ISM precipitation over subregion II.
Comparing the model behaviors on surface climatology over three subregions, it can be found that the orography plays an important role in regulating regional ISM climate. Analysis shows that the accurate simulation of mountainous climate influences the overall performance of climate models in reproducing the regional monsoon climatology. Comparing the regional surface climate (Table 2) to that with Himalayas Mountain excluded (Table 3) , it can be seen that exclusion of the orography causes the warmer and wetter differences in simulated surface climate in both subregions I and II. As excluding the orography enlarges the warm biases over subregions I and II, it can be derived that both GCMs and RCMs simulate colder climate over mountain area, with larger bias appearing over subregion I. The orographic difference is least evident in ECHAM5's temperature, and comparably high-resolution CCAMs and RCMs show larger cooling over mountain area. Unlike the surface air temperature, the climate models have more complicated responses to the orographic effect for the ISM precipitation. Excluding orography causes the dry differences in both subregions I and II in ECHAM5's simulation, showing that the model has wet bias over mountain area for both subregions I and II. Nested RCMs and CCAMs have no such uniform wet bias over the mountain area. For subregion II, WRF and two RegCM3 models follow the driving GCM of ECHAM5 and have wet tendency over the mountain area, while the rest of RCMs produce the dry bias as removing the orography leading to wet Considering that subregions I and II are controlled by the same climate regime, that is, they're mostly influenced by the Indian summer monsoon circulation, the response of regional climate to orographic effect in models' simulations are affected by model dynamics and physics. As a result the models demonstrate different responses of surface climate to orography over subregions I and II, shown as clear diversity in both the magnitudes and signs in the surface climate biases. However, the analysis of orographic effect on regional climate modeling is influenced by the quality and density of surface observation over the foothills of Himalayas. Gridded data set that we used in the analysis is constructed from insufficient observation stations over orographic region, and it oversmoothes the surface variability and results in the exaggeration of the model bias [Lucas-Picher et al., 2011] . More observation and analysis are required to describe accurately the orographic effect in the ISM region.
Indian Summer Monsoon Onset
The Indian summer monsoon onset, which is related to the formation of an onset vortex in the southeast Arabian Sea [Krishnamurti et al., 1981; Krishnamurti and Ramanathan, 1982] , is important for agricultural planning and livelihoods and has received much attention in the regional studies. Various indexes are proposed to indicate the onset of Indian summer monsoon and the beginning monsoon rainfall season, and large discrepancies do exist among the results as using different data sets and definitions of the onset. [Joseph et al., 2006; Tanaka, 1992; Wang and LinHo, 2002; Zeng and Lu, 2004] . In this study, the ISM onset is defined as the first 5 day wet sequence occurring between May and September, during which the total 
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pentad precipitation exceeding January mean precipitation by 5 mm/d [Kajikawa et al., 2012; Sperber et al., 2013; Wang and LinHo, 2002; Watanabe and Yamazaki, 2014] .
In Figure 5a , observed ISM firstly starts at the 29th pentad over Kerala, which marks the beginning of ISM season. The ISM breaks out at the 32nd pentad over most of northeast coast of Indian Peninsula. It then moves gradually northwestward into the mainland Peninsula. All models can basically reproduce the monsoon onset and its northwest migration with the time, but mostly the simulated onset occurs earlier than the observation. ECHAM5 has the monsoon onset 1-2 pentads earlier than the observation over Indian Peninsula, while two high-resolution GCMs show a delay of monsoon onset up to 3 pentads. Most of the nested RCMs produce similar spatial distribution of the onset as the driving GCM, with 1-2 pentads earlier than the observation. Comparably, a more realistic onset time over Indian Peninsula is produced by MME.
As the monsoon onset is mainly affected by the land-ocean thermal contrast which is provided through the boundary condition in the modeling system, RCMs' physics should not be ignored when simulating the monsoon onset date. For example, WRF_SN has an earlier onset of the ISM at the northeast corner of Indian Peninsula but shows slower monsoon migration than WRF_RRTM_SN as WRF_SN's onset date being delayed by about 1-2 pentads across the central India. It can be concluded that the treatment of solar radiation and energy balance in the RCMs can greatly affect the monsoon simulation. Another example is RegCM3_NJU, which can be separated from RegCM3_CMA by using the different cumulus convective schemes. Two RegCM3 models produce different ISM onset dates, with RegCM3_NJU having onset date about 5 days later than RegCM3_CMA. In addition, the spectral nudging can improve the simulation of ISM onset, especially over northwest Indian Peninsula. Recent studies show that the decreased ISM rainfall and the accompanied droughts have a great influence on the economy over the Indian Peninsula, and more accurate projections of ISM behavior for future are required over Indian Peninsula [Francis and Gadgil, 2010; Gadgil et al., 2005] .
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The projected changes in summer surface air temperature and precipitation over Indian Peninsula under the A1B scenario are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . The significant test indicates that significant widespread warming is projected by all models over Indian Peninsula in the middle of the 21st century, and the regionally averaged surface warming by different climate models ranges from 1.4°C to 2.0°C for Indian Peninsula. The surface warming gets intensified with the latitude in most models' projection, with relative large intermodel variability as for the location and magnitude of maximum warming. For example, the maximum warming is located over northeast India in RegCM3_CMA's projection while over northwest Indian in RegCM3_NJU's simulation. For the region north of 15°N, ECHAM5 generates the regionally averaged temperature rising of 1.87°C, RegCM3_CMA, GRIMs, and WRF_RRTM_SN simulate slightly stronger warming than ECHAM5 by no more than 0.1°C, and the rest of RCMs and two CCAMs project less warming for 2041-2060. Over the low-latitude Indian Peninsula (south of 15°N), three GCMs project spatially homogeneous warming around 1.3°C, while all the RCMs project stronger surface warming ranging from 1.39 to 1.54°C.
RCMs are able to project the surface temperature changes which show more topographical features. As shown in Figure 6 , the surface warming along the Western Ghats is about 0.2°C higher than that over the Figure 7 . Projected relative change of summer mean precipitation (unit: %), which is defined as the changes in the precipitation climatology divided by the reference precipitation climatology. Note that the green line means the precipitation response is significant at a 95% or greater confidence level.
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low-land region to the east of Western Ghats Mountains, which again indicates the modulation of the regional climate change by mesoscale process such as regional topography.
For the three subregions, ECHAM5 generates the regionally averaged temperature rising of 1.99°C, 1.90°C, and 1.58°C, respectively. Most of high-resolution models project less warming than ECHAM5, while the GRIMs projects slightly stronger warming over the three subregions for 2041-2060. Furthermore, the robust warming up to more than 2.5°C is projected over Jammu and Kashmir at the elevation more than 3500 m, more pronounced than that of the surrounding lower elevation. The elevation dependency of warming was observed in Liu et al. [2009] study and simulated by Duan et al. [2006] , and may affect the variability of Western Disturbances and heavy precipitation over the Western Himalayas [Madhura et al., 2014] . The pronounced warming over the mountain areas also may lead to the retreat of glaciers, corresponding higher risk of Glacial Lake Outburst Floods [Bajracharya et al., 2006] . Therefore, further researches need to investigate the effect of climate change over the mountain areas.
Above analysis shows that model physical parameterizations, including cumulus convection scheme and radiation package, can affect both the spatial pattern and intensity of surface warming (Figures 6d  and 6j and Figures 6h and 6i) , indicating the modulation of mesoscale processes on regional climate change.
Precipitation
For ISM precipitation change, large discrepancy among models' projections is found over the Indian Peninsula under the A1B scenario for 2041-2060 (Figure 7 ). ECHAM5 and CCAM project wetter condition over most of India in the future climate, while a significant decrease of monsoon rainfall over the northeast coast of Indian Peninsula is shown in CCAMP projection. All the nested RCMs except two RegCM3 models project increasing rainfall over the low-latitude regions south of 15°N, and for northern region there exists a disparity in the summer precipitation change projected by the nested RCMs. WRF and SNU_RCM simulate strong wetting over the area, when RegCM3_CMA presents drying for the same time period. The rest of models produce little change in the ISM precipitation over northern India. An increase of monsoon rainfall is generated by MME with significant increase in southeast coast in lower latitude. For the three subregions, SNU_RCM projects the significant increase in ISM rainfall by 1.31 mm/d over subregion I, and RegCM3_CMA projects the significant decrease of rainfall by À0.42 mm/d over subregion II. Over subregion III, four climate models (namely, ECHAM5, SNU_RCM, WRF_SN ,and WRF_RRTM_SN) project significant increase of ISM rainfall in the future.
In order to understand the causes of the discrepancy in the models' projected precipitation, the changes in the regional moisture field, atmospheric circulation, and water moisture transport by different climate models at 850 hPa are analyzed (figure not shown here). Low-level winds over South Asia became weaker by 1-3 m/s in the future in all climate model projections over the main monsoon region. Similar weakening of low-level wind fields is simulated by CMIP3 [Sabade et al., 2011; Stowasser et al., 2009 ] and CMIP5 models Menon et al., 2013] . Meanwhile, increasing moisture in lower level is to be expected in the climate projection, as warmer atmosphere will strengthen the surface evaporation. However, two RegCM3 models show much less increase of in low-level moisture over India, which may result in their reduced ISM rainfall over most part of Indian Peninsula. In future climate ECHAM5 generates enhanced southwestward transport of moisture flux over the Arabian Sea, bringing more moisture into the Indian Peninsula and increasing monsoon rainfall. Meanwhile RegCM3_CMA shows the negative change in water transport from the low-latitude Tropical Ocean, drying the Indian Peninsula as the result. Unlike driving GCM and RegCM3_CMA, the water moisture transport by RegCM3_NJU shows anticyclonic change over the Bay of Bengal, increasing the atmospheric moisture over the east coast of Peninsula. Its negative change in precipitation may be related to the interaction between mesoscale processes (such as regional topographical features, cumulus convection, etc.) and the large-scale moisture transport. The related analysis of RMIP projection of extreme precipitation indicates that RegCM3 models have opposite change of extreme summer rainfall to other models, as they project reduced heavy rainfall and increased small rainfall over Indian Peninsula during summer season (by personal contact). Such opposite change in rainfall extremes suggests that the interaction between RCM model physics and large-scale circulation changes can modulate the rainfall spectrum. Therefore, even with the similar changes in circulation patterns and moisture conditions, the projected ISM rainfall by all RCMs will not be necessarily the same. Similar conclusion was drawn in the separate study of ISM rainfall projects [Dobler and Ahrens, 2011] . More detailed analysis as well as better observation is needed to improve our understanding of the mechanisms that control the ISM precipitation change.
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Changes in Indian Summer Monsoon Onset and Monsoon Strength
Previous studies display large uncertainties in the projection of ISM onset. Slightly earlier onset over Indian Peninsula is projected by a skill-weighted average of 15 models in Kitoh and Uchiyama study [2006] and in CMIP5 models , while a delay in south Asian monsoon onset caused by enhanced greenhouse is found by Ashfaq et al. [2009] .
As shown in Figure 8 , the delay of monsoon onset at east coast of Indian Peninsula is projected by ECHAM5 for 2041-2060, with onset dates postponed by 1 pentad compared with that of the control climate. ECHAM5's monsoon moves faster in the future into the inland region than it does in the control climate, shown as over central India ECHAM5 having the advanced onset date by 1-2 pentads. CCAMP produces similar change pattern of ISM onset to that of ECHAM5, with the delayed monsoon onset for the northeast coast and advanced onset across Indian Peninsula. Contrary to ECHMA5 and CCAMP, CCAM projects earlier ISM beginning all over the Indian Peninsula. Most of the RCMs project the same negative sign of change in monsoon onset at the northeast coast of Indian Peninsula, that is, RCMs' ISM begins earlier in the future. Different RCMs demonstrate disparity in projecting northwestward migration of ISM, as either positive or negative changes in onset date are simulated for the future movement of monsoon system. Two RegCM3 models project delayed monsoon onset across the region, corresponding to the reduced summer precipitation in the future ( Figure 7 ). As the change of ISM onset in RegCM3 is associated with the meridional temperature gradient in the upper tropospheric layers [Ashfaq et al., 2009] . It is found that the RegCM3 models have the opposite changes in the meridional temperature gradients at 500 hPa (À0.29°C for RegCM3_NJU and À0.06°C for RegCM3_CMA) to the rest of RCMs and ECHAM5. Such changes may influence the land-ocean thermal structure and lead to the delayed ISM onset. Three WRF models on the other hand project earlier onset at the east coast of the Indian Peninsula, and the application of spectral nudging method can advance the monsoon migration by 2-4 pentads. Overall, MME shows advanced ISM onset over most of the Indian Peninsula in the future.
To assess the changes in the ISM strength, Indian summer monsoon index (ISMI) is generated by calculating the seasonally averaged precipitation over all India, with the exception of the hilly meteorological subdivisions (shown as the shaded area in Figure 1 ) [Parthasarathy et al., , 1994 . As demonstrated in Figure 9 , three out of seven RCMs follow ECHAM5 and produce weaker monsoon than the observation during the control climate. Except for WRF, climate models show ability to reproduce the observed 20 year averaged ISM strength with the model biases ranging from À18.3% to 16.9%. The ISMI bias in MME is limited to À0.5%, demonstrating the advantage of multimodel simulation system to reproduce ISM climatology. Compared to the control climate, increased ISMI is projected under A1B emission scenario by most of climate models except CCAMP and two RegCM3 models. The projected ISMIs vary in the range of À9.0% to 15.1% with MME being 4.6%, indicating that the Indian Summer Monsoon will possibly strengthen in the future. Similar increase of ISMI is projected by CMIP5 models as well [Christensen et al., 2013; Kitoh et al., 2013] . 3.2.3. The Inter-RCM Variability in Projected ISM Climate A consistent warming is projected by the nested RCMs, with the increased temperature on average ranging from 1.6°C to 2.0°C and the MME of 1.8°C (Figure 10 ). However, relative large discrepancy is found multi-RCM projected ISM precipitation over the Indian Peninsula. The spreads of multimodel projected ISM surface climate (referred to as SPD) are presented in Figures 11a and 11d . The ratios of the absolute change of MME to SPD are calculated (Figures 11c and 11f) , so that the credibility of multimodel projection of ISM surface climate change can be quantified. When the ratio is larger than 1, the projected climate change is considered as robust [Li and Zhou, 2010] . For ISM temperature, the SPD is more evident over the regions north of 20°N than lower latitude region (Figure 11b ). The ratio of MME to SPD is larger than 1 and implies the high credibility in the projected surface warming by multiRCMs (Figure 11c ). The uncertainty arising from inter-RCM variability has strong impact on projection of ISM precipitation, and the changes in precipitation by multi-RCMs can be inconclusive, with the change ranging from À8.9% to 14.8% and MME of 4.4% (Figure 10 ). Meanwhile large spread among ISM rainfall is found in RCMs' projection, with the largest spread located along the windward side of the Western Ghats (Figure 11f ). Although wetter condition is shown by MME, only the increased precipitation over southeast Indian Peninsula is credible (Figure 11g ). The discrepancy in projected regional climate changes, especially the precipitation, among RCMs that are driven by one GCM indicates that the regional climate projection is sensitive to internal model physics of participating RCMs over the Indian Peninsula.
Summary and Discussion
In this study, using three GCMs and seven RCMs that are driven by ECHAM5, the summer monsoon climatology and future change over the Indian Peninsula are presented, and the inter-RCMs variability in the monsoon climate and changes over Indian Peninsula are discussed.
For the control climate, the simulations show that both GCMs and RCMs can reproduce the surface monsoon climatology for Indian Peninsula. Models show higher reliability to present the surface air temperature, though warm bias over northern Indian Peninsula and cold bias over southern Indian Peninsula are simulated in GCMs and most RCMs simulations. For ISM precipitation, most nested RCMs inherit biases from the driving GCM with wet biases in south Indian Peninsula, while relatively large inter-RCMs variability can be found in both the magnitude and spatial pattern of monsoon rainfall over northern India. Comparing with the driving GCM, most of the nested RCMs show improvement in the simulation of the temporal-spatial distribution of surface climatology, and the MME demonstrates advantage over the single RCM simulation of ISM precipitation, with higher spatial correlation coefficients and lower RMSE. Comparing to the observation, most RCMs have advanced ISM onset that are consistent with that of the driving ECHAM5. Late monsoon onsets, however, are found in the CCAMs' simulation. The overall performance of models in reproducing the ISM climatology is influenced by models' abilities to simulate the regional climate over the orographic area, which is regulated by both large-scale climate regime and regional factors. In general, the RCMs' model physics and parameterizations play an important role in simulating ISM climate, and the application of spectral nudging method can improve model's reproduction of monsoon climatology and the monsoon onset.
Strong agreement is found among the models in projecting surface warming over the Indian Peninsula under the A1B emission scenario for 2041-2060. Driven by the same GCM, RCMs have the projected temperature increasing by 1.6°C to 2.0°C. RCMs' projections also show differences in maximal warming center and warming intensity. MME displays a similar spatial distribution with the driving GCM, with a warming in the range of 1°C to (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) Figure 11 . Spatial distributions of projected climate changes by MME ((a) surface air temperature (unit:°C) and (d) precipitation (unit: mm/d)), the RCM spread (standard deviation of intermodel projection; (b) surface air temperature (unit:°C) and (e) precipitation (unit: mm/d)), and the ratio of the absolute value of MME change to the RCM spread ((c) surface air temperature and (f ): precipitation).
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2.5°C over the Indian Peninsula. As high credibility in the projected surface warming is generated by MME, larger inter-RCM spread of project ISM temperature is found over the regions north of 20°N.
Large discrepancy is found in precipitation projections among climate models over the Indian Peninsula. Wetter conditions over most part of India are projected by ECHAM5 and CCAM under scenario A1B for 2041-2060, while a significant drying over northeast Indian Peninsula coast is found in CCAMP projection. For the India precipitation change, the nested RCMs do not necessarily project the similar temporal-spatial patterns to that of the driving GCM of ECHAM5, as some of them (RegCM3_CAM and RegCM3_NJU) even present opposite sign of change. Obvious differences in projected ISM climate changes over Indian Peninsula by the driving GCM and the nested RCMs are also found in previous studies, which can be related to models' different representations of key physical processes, such as land-atmosphere and convection-radiation interactions Syed et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2004a Liang et al., , 2004b . Consistent precipitation changes are projected by most RCM over the regions south of 15°N, but simulated changes are inconsistent over northern Indian Peninsula. Wetter condition is shown in MME with significant increase of monsoon rainfall over southern Indian Peninsula. And by examining the inter-RCM variability and multi-RCM credibility in projecting ISM precipitation, it can be concluded that only southeast Indian Peninsula is likely to have increased ISM precipitation in the future. The discrepancy in projected regional climate changes again emphasizes the importance of the internal RCM physics to the climate projections. Compared to the control climate, advanced monsoon onset is projected over Indian Peninsula in the future by most RCMs with the exception of two RegCM3 models. Additionally, stronger Indian summer monsoon is projected by most of climate models during 2041-2060.
Our study focuses on the future change in ISM climate and therefore can be used as a scientific basis for regional development and adaptation strategy. In addition, analysis on inter-RCM variability provides valuable information for future simulation and regional climate projection over CORDEX-South Asia domain [Giorgi et al., 2009] . The analysis shows that RCMs show certain advantage in simulating current climate over the driving GCM, and can provide more accurate small-scale details over subdomains, especially for temperature. Such added value of surface climate fields over smaller regions and scales is valuable for regional agriculture development, hydrology management and ecoenvironment protection. MME is provided to be useful in regional study and regional climate projection. However, the spreads of ISM surface climate among the RCMs for both control and future climate indicate that internal model physics of RCM play an important role in representing the ISM climate, and further investigation is required to better solve the contribution of inter-RCM variability to total uncertainty in ISM climate projections. Under the new framework of CORDEX phase II and with the upcoming of CMIP6, more high-resolution downscaling and projection will be carried out. The contributions of driving GCMs and emission scenarios to Indian monsoon climate projected can be covered as well. As the result, the added value of dynamical downscaling with RCMs would bring more insights into the understanding of the regional processes and their interactions, the uncertainty associated with the Indian monsoon system. More reliable information can be provided to social impact and adaptation community.
